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Valentine’s Day games
made with love…
and pure chocolate
Create your best
bedroom. ever.
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Namibia N$21-88

Other countries R21-88

Enjoy tip-top health
explore north west’s treasure route

garden route golf estate living par excellence

Sandy’s ivory-coloured silk taffeta gown by Norman Callan was elegantly decorated
with pearls. Peter looked equally dashing in his tuxedo from K&R Clothing.
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Strictly Come Dancing’s Sandy
Ngema weds her dream Dane

When South Africa’s much-loved television presenter Sandy
Ngema met Danish businessman Peter Ehrenreich on an
airplane shuttle, the chemistry was instant. This prompted Peter
to immigrate to her country and, two years after meeting, they
wed in the Cradle of Humankind. Classical, modern and opulent
were Sandy’s wishes for her wedding, and the abundance of
crystals decorating the venue fulfilled this request with pizzazz.
Equally flashy was her reception dress (one of three dresses
worn on the day) made with a heavily beaded Elie Saab fabric.
Wedding coordination, flowers and stationery Wedding
Emporium 011-883-0012 Photographer Adam Hilton
082-851-3514 Venue Kloofzicht Lodge 011-317-0600
Ceremony gown Norman Callan 072-685-2796 Reception
and nightclub dresses Guy Granger Couture 082-417-0234
Cake Natalie at So De-Lovely Cakes 082-393-8923
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1 Silk fabric was opulently draped from the
celebration venue’s ceiling, gathered together
in the centre where a crystal chandelier hung.
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The groom’s cake, made up of various

cheeses, paid tribute to Peter’s Danish
heritage. It’s a tradition for Danish grooms
to slice through their own cake to encourage
fertility.

3 An ice sculpture of Peter’s family

crest had a prominent place at the wedding.
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The Champagne-and-white-chocolate-

mousse cake was covered in Swarovski-crystal
brooches.

5 Sandy’s teal-coloured nightclub

dress by Guy Granger Couture had her dancing
the night away. 6 An array of candles and an
explosion of white flowers made creative use of
table space, with strands of crystals dangling
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from the tall vases and spreading elegant light.
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